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ABSTRACT
In this paper we investigate the problem of finding

the minimal operations number for the generalized Hough
transform computation (GHT). We demonstrate that this
problem is equivalent to the addition chain problem and
is therefore NP-complete. Three greedy methods for gener-
ating GHT computation algorithms are proposed and their
performance is compared against the fast Hough transform
(FHT) for different discrete straight line pattern types. The
additional result of this work is the experimental proof of
the FHT non-optimality.

INTRODUCTION
The Hough transform was patented in 1962 by an amer-

ican scientists Paul Hough for detecting straight tracks in a
bubble chamber (Hough. and Arbor 1962) on a photograph
taken during an experiment. In 10 years a research was
conducted, studying the possibility of using the Hough
Transform (HT) for detecting analytical (Duda and Hart
1972) and arbitrary (Merlin and Farber 1975) lines and
patterns.

However the suggested algorithms were too demanding
on computational power which initiated research about
possible reduction in HT computation time and memory
resources. In 1972 a principle was suggested to reduce the
Hough space dimension for ellipses. This idea used infor-
mation about possible ellipse center position according to
gradient, computed for a given point (Kimme et al. 1975),
and can obviously be expanded for any analytical curve.

Later in 1981 D. Ballard published a generalization
for all line shapes (patterns) (Ballard 1981) which are
computable on a grayscale image, calling it a generalized
Hough transform (GHT). After a year in (Davis 1982)
an hierarchical GHT computation method for image scale
pyramid was suggested which reduced computation time
but was still insufficient for real-time systems. In 2003
Ulrich suggested to use hierarchical mapping and R-tables
computation (Ulrich et al. 2003), what, as authors say,
allows to use this algorithm in real time t create image
feature space and solve pattern recognition problems.

An alternative GHT branch was pattern choice ran-
domization during computation (Xu et al. 1990; Xu and
Oja 1993). This approach allows to drastically reduce the
amount of necessary operations and memory used but does
not guarantee an optimal result for a given image. In more
detail HT and GHT research and development questions
are reviewed in (Illingworth and Kittler 1988; Brown 1992;
Mukhopadhyay and Chaudhuri 2015).

Variety of such research prove actuality of fast Hough
transform for arbitrary pattern creation problem. Indeed
feature extraction is a basic technique in unmanned trans-
port visual algorithms (Konovalenko et al. 2015; Karpenko
et al. 2015a,b). Moreover, HT can be useful as an alter-
native to the methods of pattern recognition (Kuznetsova
et al. 2015).

Computing GHT might also be considered as a certain
variation of the addition chain problem (Garey and John-
son 1979): for any given pattern (straight line, circle, etc)
find such a family of subsets of the pixels set which are to
be summed, that the total number of summation operations
is minimal. It is worth noting that any binary operation
(subtraction, maximum, minimum) might serve as the key
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operation and not only the addition, which substantially
expands the GHT computable image feature set. Hence,
we have a problem of developing an algorithms generator
parametrized by the target pattern and operation types. It
should be noted that this approach is in some sense a
generalization of the Ulrich’s (Ulrich et al. 2003) approach
except that the researcher’s effort of creating algorithmic
constructions accelerating exhaust search should be auto-
mated by means of the algorithm generator to be created.
We will call the obtained all image-pattern summation
algorithm the fast generalized Hough transform (FGHT).

The addition chain problem is NP-complete (Garey
and Johnson 1979). In Pippenger’s 1980 paper a gen-
eralized algorithm for computing the monomials set is
suggested (Pippenger 1980), which was further analyzed
in more detail in the article (Bernstein ????). Despite
this problem’s NP-completeness the question of building
its approximations with polynomial complexity remains
open. For measuring performance of the proposed methods
we will compare the constructed algorithm with the fast
Hough transform.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
We now formulate the addition chain problem as in

(Garey and Johnson 1979). Let C be a family of subsets
of a finite set A and J is a positive integer. Is there a
sequence

S = z1 ← x1 ∪ y1, ..., zi ← xi ∪ yi, i ≤ J (1)

of union operators, where each xi and yi is either a for
some a ∈ A, or zk for some k < i, and for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ j,
xi and yi do not intersect and for each subset c ∈ C exists
such zi, 1 ≤ i ≤ j, that the corresponding set is equal to
c.

We can draw an analogy between the addition chain
problem and the problem of constructing the FGHT al-
gorithm. Each element of the A set is an image pixel. A
set of patterns for summation (subtraction, maximum or
minimum) is given by the C set. In essence we need to
find a minimal value J which provides the positive answer
for the problem question and produce the corresponding
summation sequence.

This problem is NP-complete and further in this paper
we show its approximate solution.

GENERALIZED FAST HOUGH TRANSFORM
Consider A elements enumeration with natural num-

bers, i.e. each c subset can be presented as a vector of
natural numbers.

The key idea of our approach is accounting and reusing
sums of elements combinations which simultaneously ap-
pear in several c subsets. As a replacement we will choose
such elements pair p which has the maximal number of
occurrences in all patterns np (obviously, that is a greedy
algorithm). This substitution repeats until each c subset
contains one element. Since each such operation reduces
the total number of elements in all patterns, this condition
has to occur at some point. The case when at a certain step

we have several pairs with maximal np will be analyzed
later.

To implement the algorithm we have to maintain the
current np values for every pair at each step. For that
purpose we will use a hash-table T with increasingly
ordered elements with pair p serving as a key and np
as a value. Assume that elements of each pattern c are
also initially ordered by their numbers in increasing order.
Before executing the algorithm we fill in T iterating over
all patterns c. We will now describe the procedure of fast
T value update after each pair substitution. Suppose the
new element’s en number is greater than the maximal
one by 1. After substitution we perform pattern content
correction during which we consider only the patterns
where substitution has taken place. It can be determined by
the maximal element value: a substitution occurred if and
only if it is equal to the new element’s number. For new
elements of every pattern where substitution took place,
the hash-table is edited: we remove element pairs of kind
{pattern element - removed p pair element} and add a pair
{pattern element - new element}. This way of accounting
for np for all pairs p allows to reduce computation time.

Let us now consider a case when at a certain step we
have more than one pair with maximal n∗p, comprising a
set M .

We offer three distinct methods of choosing a substi-
tution pair from M : random choise algorithm, the greedy
algorithm and maximum matching search. According to
the first one algorithm we randomly choose element of
M at each step. We perform computational experiments
to investigate properties of this algorithm.

Greedy algorithm

As already mentioned above, the proposed FGHT algo-
rithm is greedy and performs search and substitution for
the pair with maximal np. Note that maximal np cannot
change after substitution. We will then choose such p ∈M
that after substitution we get the biggest number of pairs
occurring n∗p times. In other words, we look for such p
which will invalidate minimal number of pairs from M .

To implement such method we should determine how
many pairs would become invalidated after p substitution.
We make a pass through M using the T table and
comparing pairs from M to find equal elements e. If two
pairs do not have a common element then it is guaranteed
that replacing one of them will not invalidate the other.
If they do have a common element, then invalidation
will happen. Pseudo-code of this method is depicted in
algorithm 1 border.

For the case when several p∗ have been found which
invalidate equal minimal number of pairs p ∈ M , we
construct a set M∗ ∈ M of such pairs. We then again
choose such p∗ from M∗ which invalidate a minimal
number of pairs in this set. We repeat the procedure
recursively until only one pair is left. If the set size is
not reduced during the next iteration, we take a random
pair in the result set Mfin.



Algorithm 1 Greedy selection algorithm

1: Input: T,M ;
2: Output: p;
3: nmax = 0;
4: pmax = 0;
5: for p ∈M do
6: n = ComputeInvalidateNum(p,M)
7: if n > nmax then nmax = n; pmax = p;
8: end if
9: end for

10: return p;
11:
12: procedure COMPUTEINVALIDATENUM(p,M)
13: inv num = 0;
14: for q ∈M \ p do
15: if q and p have equal element number then
16: inv num = inv num+ 1;
17: end if
18: end for
19: return inv num;
20: end procedure

Graph matching algorithm
We will take the maximal (by number of elements)

subset of p ∈M not having common pairs and substitute
all those pairs at once. Since they do not have common
elements, the order of substitutions does not matter.

To use this method one should choose a set of maximal
number of pairs which do not have common elements.
This problem is similar to finding maximal matching in
a graph. Let us build a graph where elements of pairs
p ∈M are vertices and edges connect elements contained
in one of the maximal pairs. Then the maximal edge
matching of the graph is exactly the set of edges pairs p of
maximal size, such that two distinct pairs do not contain a
common element. To find the matching we use the Lemon
graph third party library which implements the Blossom
matching search algorithm with O(V 2E) complexity (V
and E are vertices and edges number resp.).

COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENT
To verify the generation algorithm correctness and to

estimate the complexity of the generated FGHT we will
solve the problem of computing the Hough transform.

In the first experiment we generated FGHT for dyadic
patterns (a discrete straight line type used in the fast Hough
transform algorithm (FHT) (Nikolaev et al. 2008)) and
compare FGHT instructions number with the fast Hough
transform method (Götz 1995). In the second experiment
we measure complexity of the generated algorithms for
Bresenham’s lines and compare it with FHT.

In the scope of FHT it is common to consider straight
image lines as either primary-horizontal (PH) or primary-
vertical (PV), as shown in fig. 1 belonging to one of 4
groups (quadrants):

– PH with right slope α ∈ [−π4 , 0]
– PH with left slope α ∈ [0, π4 ]

– PV with right slope α ∈ [π4 ,
π
2 ]

– PV with left slope α ∈ [π2 ,
3π
4 ]

Figure 1: Discrete image straight line types

During computational experiments FGHT generation
was performed for all dyadic patterns (Dyadic 4Q), for
a half (PH and PV) (Dyadic 2Q) and for a single quad-
rant (Dyadic 1Q). Apparently, the choice of a particular
subgroup for the two latter cases does not matter because
of symmetry.

The computational results for three algorithm modifi-
cations are given in table 1. Table contains the number
of computational operations to compute corresponding
Hough transform. One can see that random M element
choice version of the FGHT generation algorithm super-
sedes FHT on operations number per quadrant in all cases.
The table shows that greedy M element choice allows to
reach a smaller number of operations per quadrant for the
Dyadic 2Q and Dyadic 4Q cases, this is explained by ap-
pearance of common instructions for different quadrants.
The table shows that using the M element choice using
maximal matching search does not increase performance
even for the Dyadic 2Q and Dyadic 4Q cases.

Random algorithm
N FHT 1Q Dyadic 1Q Dyadic 2Q Dyadic 4Q
4 32 36 30 24
8 192 243 223 178
16 1024 1296 1293 1141
32 5120 7330 6773 6399

Greedy algorithm
N FHT 1Q Dyadic 1Q Dyadic 2Q Dyadic 4Q
4 32 40 26 24
8 192 208 184 162
16 1024 1024 952 940
32 5120 5120 4784 5083

Maximal matching search algorithm
N FHT 1Q Dyadic 1Q Dyadic 2Q Dyadic 4Q
4 32 32 28 23
8 192 244 217 191
16 1024 1457 1048 1151
32 5120 7640 5720 6523

Table 1: Operations number per quadrant for FHT and
FGHT generated using random choise, greedy choise and
maximal matching search.

During the second experiment FGHT was generated
for discrete patterns constructed using the Bresenham



algorithm (Butler et al. 1991).
In fig. 2 it is shown how instructions number depends on

square image size N for various modifications. The FHT
N2 logN complexity is given for comparison for dyadic
lines of a single quadrant. FGHT instructions number is
given relatively to the number of quadrants.

Figure 2: Dependency between instructions number and
image size N for FGHT. The Bresenham 1Q curve repre-
sents FGHT generated for a single quadrant, Bresenham
2Q - for PH (halved), Bresenham 4Q for all straight lines
(divided by 4), FHT 1Q - FHT operations number per
single quadrant.

In fig. 2 one can see that FGHT efficiency is slightly
less than that of FHT.

It is interesting to notice that computing two quad-
rants is faster per quadrant than computing just a single
quadrant. It means that during two quadrants computation
certain common instructions are used, i.e. two quadrants
have a greater number of common pairs.

It is not necessarily true, however, that these common
instructions are the only reason of greater performance.
The gain may also be caused by the fact that when com-
puting two quadrants the first pairs chosen for substitution
integrally lead to a more effective algorithm even for a
single quadrant. We plan to investigate this question in
future works.

The experimental results show that the proposed greedy
algorithms do not always demonstrate optimal FGHT
performance. This is the case, for example, for images
of sizes 4 and 8 when FHT uses less operations.

However, the proposed algorithms do make it possible
to generate FGHT which is faster than FHT what appar-
ently means that FHT is not optimal at least for dyadic
patterns with N = 8, 16, 32.

Table 1 and fig. 2 demonstrate that it is possible to
generate FGHT with better performance for dyadic pattern
than for the Bresenham algorithm pattern.

We measured generation algorithms execution times on
a single CPU core Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU. All
three generation algorithms had execution time less than
a second for square images with side N = 4, 8. However
already for N = 16 generation time of two algorithms
(with randomized and greedy choice) reaches 15 seconds,
while the maximal matching algorithm generates FGHT
in 1.2 seconds.

For N = 32 the randomized, greedy and maximal
matching choice algorithms complete computation in 47
minutes, 35 minutes and 4 seconds resp.

These results show that for FGHT generation one
may choose between minimizing operations number with
greedy choice algorithm showing the best result and the
generation time itself where the maximal matching search
algorithm wins.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we demonstrated the connection between
the FGHT generation and the additive chain problem. We
proposed three FGHT generation algorithms for arbitrary
patterns and measured their performance in comparison
with FHT. It was showed that in certain cases the sug-
gested algorithms outperform FHT by operations number,
hence proving that the latter is not always optimal. How-
ever, such image sizes exist when FHT has better perfor-
mance which suggests that the FGHT we constructed is
not always optimal either. Based on the obtained results we
can state that the FGHT generation approach we suggested
has potential and we plan to continue its development.
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